
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.11.55962.txt
************************
Release Date: 2013-01-07
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.11.55962
************************
Added
  - Support continue PTZ for SVR-600, SVR-204 and Pi-Vu Pro series.
  - Added multi path for event snapshot.

Modified
  - Removed "Network connect status".
  - Modified description to "SVR Manage System".
  - Improve synchronous performance in run long time.(event and record index).
  - Updated, NVRMediaPlayer v1.0.8.1
  
Fixed
  - Fixed, Snapshot for event is not working.
  - Fixed, the Emap position has not accurate match with setup.
  - Fixed, The Resolution field in database is too small.
  - fixed, mail of trigger event, the subject is not complete.
  - Fixed, After remove, then add a new NVR, the NVR sort has not by NVR ID in Emap setup.
  - Fixed, Channel status incorrect.
  - Fixed, Can't correctly confirm main viewer is running or not. 
  - Fixed, After changing event snapshot path, snapshot has no save in new path.
  - Fixed, If setting has 2 above event snapshot path, can't delete original path.
  - Fixed, "system has stopped working" issue. 

************************
Release Date: 2012-10-23-17
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.10.53722
************************
Added
  - SMTP port setting.

Modified
   - Updated, KernelCOM_NB.ocx v1.0.138.53580

    - Reduce CPU usage.
  - Updated, Database v1.0.0.29
  - Updated, NVRMediaPlayer v1.0.7.0
  - Modified, When NVR timeout, slow down speed of sync record index.
  
Fixed
  - Fixed, When click NVR that max channel less than 4, The UI only display a black line.
  - Fixed, When ControlCOM can't connect to service(ex:Pro without kerpro), It can't get channel status.
  - Fixed, when re-open CB, recording and event data are always deleted.
  - Fixed, Snapshot for event is not working.

************************
Release Date: 2012-09-26-14
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.9.53276
************************
Added
  - 

Modified
 -

Fixed
  - Fixed, Sync record index did not completed.

************************
Release Date: 2012-08-27-14
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.8.52540
************************
Added
  - New method for Event synchronization.
  - New method for record index synchronization.
  - New method for event snapshot.

Modified
  - Replace AccessCGI.dll with CgiCOM_Central_SEEnergy.ocx totally.
  - Upgrade version of Database.mdb to v1.0.0.28.
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  - Modified, Correct notify message content.
  - Device icon of treeview has changed. (SVR632 and SVR204 have been changed.)
  - Only allow 32 channels can be set in Camera motion detect.
  - PiVu Pro can not allow to set in Camera motion detect and intelligent.
  - Send CGI command through CgiCom_CBPlus_SEEnergy.dll. Include PTZ, Preset, Manual Recording, Channel status.
  - Modified, NVR Information field "DeviceType" always show string "NVR" in overview page.
  - If Log file is too big, log file will auto split.
  - Modified, When NVR setting is empty, It will can not opening full screen.
  - Modified, When add user then user name has repeated, The input value will not clear.
  - Modified, String "PTZ Sequence" replace with "Preset Sequence".
  - Modified, modified Japanese string as customer request.
  - Modified, channel status will auto refresh in NVR overview.

Fixed
  - Fixed, incorrect String, include "Sofeware", "Starup", " NVR Setting", "addresses", "AutoSearch".  
  - Fixed, Press "X" to close some confirm window, the error information will show.
  - Fixed, Incorrect tooltip on Event Setting List/EMap/Screen List in the General Setting Overview.
  - Fixed, The parent name has not mapping, cause parent name has incorrect.
  - Fixed, After fill out correct info on "Add NVR", The screen has not auto refresh.
  - Fixed, Press "Cancel" default value will show in the table, When Setup the message server information.
  - Fixed, User can enbale fullscreen when SEQ running.
  - Fixed, Grid of Channel status doesn't match available channels.
  - Fixed, It has not filter unavailable channel on event list, cause clicking event  can't playback.
  - Fixed, To click empty area The last item will been selected in Start up config.
  - Fixed, NVR name can't show complete in FullScreen SEQ content setting.
  - Fixed, When NVR is 6XX and 2XX. Auto Focus button didn't work on PTZ panel.
  - Fixed, Switch Video split mode quickly, cause some video can't display.
  - Fixed, Too many connection to video, cause video response slowly.
  - Fixed, OSD font size too large on Video.
  - Fixed, Click on empty reset event list to occur error.
  - Fixed, When adjust pattem sequence, It has repeat item on list. 
  - Fixed, Fullscreen SEQ will crash.
  - Fixed, Fullscreen SEQ config startup position is incorrect.
  - Fixed, Fullscreen SEQ by channel status is incorrect.
  - Fixed, Select all status that location in SEQbyNVR is incorrect.
  - Fixed, Available channel count is incorrect in Fullscreen SEQ.
  - Fixed, Split of Fullscreen SEQ has not remember.
  - Fixed, Pattern has not maintain when SVR removed, cause video wall console display error.
  - Fixed, The tool tips of "NVR Remove" and "NVR Modify" is wrong when the button is grayed out.
  - Fixed, Can't modify NVR name.
  - Fixed, Fullscrreen will disappear in screen layout.
  - Fixed, SEQ type switch cause system has hang.
  - Fixed, Channel name has cut in SEQ config.
  - Fixed, If user name has repeat, It will not popup a notice.
  - Fixed, SEQ by NVR and Pattern Duration initial time incorrect.
  - Fixed, Sync event using listbox has 32768 limitation.
  - Fixed, To reset event in Mainview will cause error.
  - Fixed, When select all NVR in Fullscreen SEQ config ,To enale SEQ by NVR will has error.
  - Fixed, Pattern SEQ sort has error in Fullscreen SEQ config.
  - Fixed, After detect camera from NVR but do not save, The detect value has not been cleared.
  - Fixed, Preset name can input other character.
  - Fixed, When mouse over PTZ button and move the other PTZ button, the button color change response is not exact.
  - Fixed, When drag NVR on detection list, The last time click camera index will be keep.
  - Fixed, Preset function has no authority limit.
  - Fixed, The Video authority has error.
  - Fixed, When admin user has deleted, The default start of admin user will not running.
  - Fixed, FTP context has repeat.
  - Fixed, When closing mainviewer, The event notice has not sent complete. 
  - Fixed, After save value in first time entry setup wizard, the event action doesn't sending.
  - Fixed, Sound description has no limitation for length. and the UI layout has error too.
  - Fixed, When Preset seq hsa changed, The event "Modify Setting of NVR" has not trigger.
  - Fixed, Events has not sort by time in event monitor.
  - Fixed, When enable condition "Search Start Time", the continue search has not work.
  - Fixed, The first snapshot picture does not match sequence
  - Fixed, When modify Pattern name the input the same pattern name. The notice still popup.
  - Fixed, Pattern name has no limitation for length.
  - Fixed, When Setup wizard exit, The event notice has not sent complete. 
  - Fixed, OSD will disappear in fullscreen.
  - Fixed, The port input in Event action has no limitaion for length.
  - Fixed, SEQ by NVR and Pattern can assign sequence in startup config.

************************
Release Date: 2012-03-30-17
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Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.7.47753
************************
Added
  - Support Series 204.

Modified
  - Modified some string for japanese.
  - NVR username and password can keep empty.
  - Message removed, when click export then click cancel.
  - Modified string on messagebox, when click setup on menu.
  - Record configuration of menu to database.
  - If channel already in popup list, delay its display time.
  - If has any events occur during video display time. At video has closing, the latest event will display.
  - Delay snapshot times.
  - Tag each event whether it has recording in event monitor.

Fixed
  - Fixed, Mailserver user name and password can not keep empty.
  - Fixed, can't select all cameras on camera list. 
  - Fixed, Fullscreen PTZ control has not Zoom in/out function.
  - Fixed, reverse speed has error on series 6XX, pro and 2XX.
  - Fixed, when event has triggered, all events should popup small video in service mode.
  - Fixed, After clicking pause, Speed has incorrect display.
  - Fixed, When clicking reverse or forward, then click playback has no any response.

************************
Release Date: 2012-02-23-16
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.7.46815
************************
Added
  - 

Modified
  - Modified, Camera that was not support can't be set in SVR.

Fixed
  - Fixed, Snapshot UI layout was changed by small resolution.
  - Fixed, The length of timeout is not enough for some specific camera detection.
  - Fixed, Get parameter from incorrect profile.

************************
Release Date: 2012-01-30-17
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.2.45894
************************
Added
  - Support SVR500 series. 

Modified
  -

Fixed
  - Fixed, If SVR100 & 500 channel name has chinese string, After detected,CB channel name on list will has error string.  
  - Fixed, If SVR632 channel name has chinese string, After detected,CB channel name will has error string. 
  - Fixed, Channel title display above video has no any channel info display.
  - Fixed, Some string of Spainish language will be cut in setup wizard.
  - Fixed, User click apply button and continue click cancel button, It will cause list has twinkle phenomenon.
  - Fixed, When emap has no any trigger, after clicked camera, the video should be display.
  

************************
Release Date: 2011-12-22-12
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.1.44694
************************
Added
  - Support joystick for 632.
  - Support Motion setting and Custom event of SVR6XX series.(WEB UI for motion En/Disable has bug.)
  - Support SVR6XX series.(Using XML Mode)
  - SVR6XX support add,modify and remove channel.

Modified
  - Updated, KernelCOM.ocx v1.0.136.44552 (support joystick for 632)

   - Updated, CgiCom_CB_SEEnergy.dll v1.0.10.43062
  - Changed Pro and SVR6XX synchronization method.Include events and playback data.
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  - Pro and SVR6XX not support Intelligent config.

Fixed
  - Fixed, In event export, SVR display incorrect.
  - Fixed, Intelligent occur before event sync, cause event sync has not complete.
  - Fixed, Event type has not judge, When event come from synchronization.
  - Fixed, PTZ doesn't work with brand Mobotix in SVR632.
  - Fixed, When clicked last channel on channel status, Video content doesn't change.
  - Fixed, CB doesn't receiving any events from SVR623.
  - Fixed, There was no any channel set, after clicked video the button of submit available.
  - Fixed, PTZ doesn't work in Fullscreen.
  - Fixed, Preset point can't set with some model camera.
  - Fixed, Empty perset point can add to Preset SEQ list.
  - Fixed, When SEQ mode was selected in startup setting, Empty SEQ content cause program error.
  - Fixed, The first time to get recording strat time fail.
  - Fixed, Running for a long time. Has overflow occur.
  - Fixed, sometime click on channel status, The index has turned to last channel.
  - Fixed, Click on empty area and pattern list has highlight, but no any action button has enable.
  - Fixed, SEQ operation has causing startup setting incorrect.
  - Fixed, The Playback time of PRO series has incorrect.
  - Fixed, When removing MD enable of SVR, The DI enable has removed at same time.
  - Fixed, In SVR6XX series, Add new channel, The channel setting has incorrect value.

  

************************
Release Date: 2011-10-24-11
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.0.42385
************************
Added
  - 

Modified
  - 

Fixed
  - Fixed, Label display has overlapped in form of NVR Modify.
  - Fixed, Form of Channel Select has still pop-up, when user input incorrect password.

************************
Release Date: 2011-10-20-15
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.7.0.42259
************************
Added
MainViewer
  - KeepRatio and Manual Record function.Manual record Pro not support.
  - Lock Monitor Function.
  - Device icon on the treeview.
  - Fish eye camera support, Included change display mode and PTZ control.
  - Ptz Continue Mode, When you get your mouse down will start until you Mouse up. Included joystick.
  - Form - OverView for all NVR 
  - Fullscreen Support PTZ control.
  - New method for Event synchronization from NVR.
Setup
  - The older version Database will upgrade to new Version.
  - Keep Detect value with Camera. So you can change value without re-detect in Edit Camera Setting.
  - Add Rate Control setting, Quality, Bitrate and FPS Setting in Edit Camera Setting.
  - SVR and Pattern Select function for SEQ in Stratup Screen Layout.
  - Event Export function.
  - System Log Export function.

Modified
MainViewer
  - UI Event list for Intelligent reset under Live Monitoer.
  - UI for Multi-Fullscreen Icon.
  - Playback speed display Change to FF/RF x N.
  - Live event sort changed, The latest event alway on top and 400 record limit in Event Monitor. 
  - Allow Main Viewer and Setup Wizard can be opened at some time and removed Agency.exe.
  - Removed Lang_XX.dll under folder RES.
  Setup
  - Changed string "Protection Control :" to "Sofeware License :"
  - Some Intelligent display by Image.
  - Changed UI about Stratup Screen Layout.One screen allow one function for startup.
  - Modified, When you have saved, and you really have changed some setting, Setup will popup message to notice you 
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"Restart Mainview".
  - Upgrade Database.mdb version to 1.0.0.23.
  - Modified UI in Event log export and System log Export.

Fixed
  - Fixed, Login user has not playback permission, still can playback in event monitor.
  - Fixed, Enable some correct condition for Event Log export, but result would show "No 
  - Fixed, Delete pattern will crash.
  - Fixed, Can't add camera to SVR, when It's paramater is -1.
  - Fixed, Can't Playback.(need profile)

************************
Release Date: 2011-07-27-14
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.3.39402
************************
Added
  - 

Modified
  - optimized Get SVR Status.
  - optimized Get Snapshot.

Fixed
  - FPS issue
  - tamper sensitivity opposite

************************
Release Date: 2011-05-13-17
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.2.37081
************************
Added
  - Added, Resolution limit for FullHD.
  - Added, minimum limit of Object loss ROI. 

Modified
  - Modified,Default start config for every user.
  - Modified, added Split mode to 64.
  - Modified, Press playback control reverse,forward and step must in playback status.

Fixed
  - Fixed, When Video is empty,the states still in maintain.
  - Fixed, After click pattern,the split sequence has not reset.
  - Fixed, In intelligent total list, Sensitivity display not in right order.
  - Fixed, Exit fullscreen, the screen will flash all the time.
  - Fixed, Keypro Event tigger.
  - Fixed, Click stop and play,the playback has no response.
  - Fixed, press pause and pick another hour to play is not work.
  - Fixed, reselect channel or SVR the Video content hasn't been clear.
  

************************
Release Date: 2011-02-15
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.1.34675
************************
Added
  - Added Resolution limit for FullHD(1920x1080).

Modified
  - Modified Default start config for every user.
  - Modified Preset area is not lock by PTZ channel.
  - Modified Version number.
  - Same code with PiVu Central Basic Plus(structure Changed,Emap Form Changed)
 
Fixed
  - Fixed When Video is empty,the states still in maintain.
  - Fixed After click pattern,the split sequence has not reset.
  - Fixed SVR Name display incorrect in EMap Group Assign.
  - Fixed When SVR name has changed, The SVR name in Emap config has not been change.
  - Fixed SVR Status Grid show 8*8, It's not match spec. 
  - Fixed Can't open fullscreen2 in default start config.
  - Fixed Pattern display has not by user in Default Start Config.
  - Fixed Click cancel buttom still enter SETUP Wizard, and can't do any thing with it.
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  - Fixed It can't show currect Map when event trigger in event monitor.
  - Fixed When video return in fullscreen, OSD display is not working back.
  - Fixed select channel over 16, and change another svr,The channel select area will empty in playback.
  - Fixed When video return the osd string "Video Loss" still has displayed.
  - Fixed When live event occur, PiVu Pro's playtime eight hours will be less in event monitor.
  - Fixed Can't search camera again in setup wizard.
  - Fixed Defaultstart can't start by user.
  - Fixed When CGI Sending,Timeout is too fast.
  - Fixed When Pattern changed,video didn't clean complete.
  - Fixed Can't close AP in login form.
  - Fixed Auto start can't find correct file.

  
************************
Release Date: 2011-01-11
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.0.11.33895
************************
Added
  - Support BrickCOM PTZ control.
  - Added audio post function.  

Modified
  - Removed MAC info in camera search list.
  - Removed all user option in intallshield.
  - Modified after removed/modified SVR,highlight on treeview will cancel.
  - Modified If user changed channel setting on svr from setup wizard,cancel button will disable.
  - Modified exit from mail/FTP/Message/Sound config,highlight on the tree and the page will auto change.
  - Removed Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1 Redistributable Package(X86).

Fixed
  - Fixed The CMS cannot detect the camera setting correctly.The Quality, Bitrate, and FPS will always be detected as 0. 
  - Fixed On camera search dialog, the camera brand width is not enough. 
  - Fixed The device list cannot display the Channel Brand properly.
  - Fixed Can't disable Event Handling Setting of SVR.
  - Fixed Alert display of temper detection doesn't match the video size.
  - Fixed character of channel name over 60 can't add into database.
  - Fixed clean video incomplete when KeepRatio function enable on video. 
  - Fixed CPU Performance can't work in 64Bit OS.
  - Fixed Avi convert fail.

************************
Release Date: 2010-11-26
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.0.9.32781
************************
Added
  - Added language Hebrew.

Modified
  - 

Fixed
  - Fixed When after installed, add a new SVR but it's channel less than 16, and open main view, click the split16 button, the 
screen will empty.
  - Fixed Event pictures can't fill the screen in playback, especial in extra wide screen will occur.
  - Fixed Double-Clicks on video will change to single video mode, then enter SEQ mode then back at once, then screen spilt 
will incorrect.
  - Fixed When Connect Device is PRO, Play time and System time will difference of 8 hours in event monitor.
  - Fixed CGI has not response frequently.
  - Fixed the video FPS is unstable.
  - Fixed Playback by hour, hour display will bounce to another hour.
  - Fixed Remove register is incomplete.

************************
Release Date: 2010-10-29
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.0.8.31975
************************
Added
  - Added language Turkey.
  - Added digital PTZ function in playback.

Modified
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  - Modified motion detection support Brickcom camera's resolution (1280x800) 
  - Updated NVRMediaPlayer v1.0.5.0
  - Updated language table for Polish.

Fixed
  - Fixed change function between PTZ config and Group/User config, the PTZ tab will display unrecognizable Code.
  - Fixed Modified intellingent config will send event notice about SVR.
  - Fixed Modified string "sensor detection" to "camera sensor detection" in Event Handling Config.
  - Fixed start pattren SEQ first and turn to start SEQ all the screen split will still keep in pattern SEQ.
  - Fixed ap can't work when intall in root path.
  - Fixed event type doesn't match in mail content when event trigger from pro.
  - Fixed "default start" is not working properly.

  

************************
Release Date: 2010-07-30
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.0.7.29095
************************
Added
  - 

Modified
  - Modified not support PiVu Pro Lite.
  - Update NVRMediaPlayer v1.0.3.6

Fixed
  - Fixed when you modified the error value of SVR still can be save.
  - Fixed some field can't key in with japanese.

************************
Release Date: 2010-07-27-13
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.0.6.28990
************************
Added
  - 

Modified
  - 

Fixed
  - Fixed camera name display on video is incorrect.(In Japanese os.)
  - Fixed In fullscreen,Click pattern in single split mode can't display video.

************************
Release Date: 2010-07-21-17
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.0.5.28845
************************
Added
  - Add Fullscreen 1 & 2 Keep Value.
  - Add Fullscreen font size and font colot setting.
  - Add Reclick split image will display by channel sequence.
  - Add Function Default Start. 
  - Channel name spuuort Unicode.
  - Add Digitally sign.

Modified
  - Modify event mode string "TREAT" change to "TAMPER" in Event monitor.
  - Modify hide brand name display.
  - Modify Get SVR status by non-blocking.
  - Modify remove auto enable when you set the intelligent setting.
  - Modify Increase the field "Channel name" length to 60.
  - Update Database version to 1.0.0.14.
  - Modify synchronize events by new CGI.

Fixed
  - Fixed If channel is empty,the keepvalue will not save.
  - Fixed When SVR removed,then Emap's picture still exist.
  - Fixed When events occur at same time.It will show only one record.
  - Fixed When set the setting,because the intelligent list re-sorting made the value confuse.
  - Fixed click a pattern with split mode 4 when you already in split mode 9'13 and 16, the screen display will incorrect.
  - Fixed can't add new pattern that has already removed with same name.
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  - Fixed Setup wizzard has no limit for camera name.camera name can be set over 64 characters.
  - Fixed the column can be modified in SEQ list and pattern list.
  - Fixed when first execute ,then camera display will incorrect.
  - Fixed in install path, the folder "getimage" has many files with 0K size.
  - Fixed camera status has some grid will disapper.
  - Fixed when you enable motion to SVR, error message "The channel of SVR has been removed" will display.
  - Fixed can't change user's photo.
  - Fixed more character "/" in map's path. 
  - Fixed snapshot message title.
  - Fixed when you already in single split.double click on screen the screen will disapper. 
  - Fixed on channel detail the contract will show "Guest" in event monitor.
  - Fixed event mode is empty on channel detail when you click an event to playback in event monitor.
  - Fixed change mode from "current event list" to "log event list" the playback has not stop.
  - Fixed two object loss occur at same time, then program will error.
  - Fixed can't close the manu in server mode.
  - Fixed playback channel removed,then video still has image.

************************
Release Date: 2010-05-25
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.6.0.3.26940
************************
Added
  - 

Modified
  - support SVR-104 Basic and SVR-304 Basic

Fixed
  - 

************************
Release Date: 2010-03-02
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.5.1.1.24801
************************
Added
  - added langeage Czech.
Modified
  - Support Hostname input.
Fixed
  - Fixed It has got motion status from SVR are incorrect.
  - Fixed judge user's authority incorrect.
  - Fixed incorrect info display in intelligent detection list.
  - Fixed after closed system hasn't receive event mail、ftp and alarm.
  - Fixed can't find any events in event monitor when event has occurred from SVR.
  - Fixed CMS will no response when closing CMS.
  - Fixed reset event log has no timestamp.

************************
Release Date: 2010-02-26
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.5.0.3.24705
************************
Added
  - Support PiVuPRO connect.
  - Add Intelligent Mode "Object Loss"、"Tripwire"、"Malicious Attack"
  - Add Datebase recording date recycle.
  - Add Language Polish.
  - Add Fullscreen2 have user pattern function.
  - Add Audio authority.
  - Add EventType Icon. 

Modified
  - Modify http port number can't more than 32767 when user add SVR.
  - Modify When you chose channel to setting Motion ,the enable will auto select and video will auto connect.
  - Modify After Click submit buttom the buttom will be gray in intelligent setting.
  - Modify only administrator authority account can add svr to CMS.
  - When you remove svr will also remove the http server settings on the svr.

Fixed
  - Fixed after closed system hasn't receive event mail、ftp and alarm.
  - Fixed can't find any events in event monitor when event has occurred from SVR.
  - Fixed CMS will no response when closing CMS.
  - Fixed reset event log has no timestamp.
  - Fixed can't open seenergy version with error log "Component 'KernelCOM_NB.ocx' or one of its dependencies not correctly 
registered"
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  - Fixed close mainview app will crash by cgicom_cb_seeenergy.dll
  - Fixed Administrator group have no Audio permission.
  - Fixed the video will freeze after digital PTZ is activated.
  - Fixed connect to PiViPro will has no event snapshot images. 
  - Fixed The Channel 1 on SVR 1 will no event pictures.
  - Fixed The function GetEventPicture always returns the same image.
  - Fixed can't receive http event except SVR 1.

************************
Release Date: 2009-10-21
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.4.0.4.20662
************************
Added
  - add language Simplified Chinese
  - Add NVR Media Player in install path.
  - Support Digital PTZ
  - Support daylight saving time.
Modified
  - Modify treeview operation in event handling config. 
  - Modify SVR104 will not support.
  - Improve efficiency of event synchronize form SVR.
Fixed
  - Fixed can't get playbackID from SVR.
  - Fixed If User just sets third mail setting in event action, 
    when user click the third mail setting in event handling config will show incorrect message.
  - Fixed click event to play will no playtime display in Event Monitor.
  - Fixed system IP in event mail is empty. 
  - Fixed convert to avi file has no notice message when disk has not enough size.
  - Fixed Send Motion event to SVR will no response.
  - Fixed some word in Simplified Chinese still show in English.
  - Fixed run a while will popup massage "Can't open file for reading" and "no image".
  - Fixed OSD string's color has not in red.
  - Fixed Last camera of last svr can't add to "MD trigger from NVR".
  - Fixed add svr by manual,this svr's power value will be "0". 
  - Fixed when current event has triggered of event monitor, this event has not processed by DST.  
  - Fixed motion trigger will stop in service mode.
  - Fixed get Event Picture will no response.
  - Fixed It has not any events on list in Event Monitor,click on list will display incorrect.
  - Fixed add svr by manual,when cameras quantity on svr less than 16 will show error message "Info:-4 PTZ Detection Error" 

  - Fixed incorred http port when click detect svr,the error message will show "SVR firmware version not support!"
  - Fixed add preset of brand "Mobotix" will error.
  - Fixed incorrect playback time.
  - Fixed incorrect time in event monitor. 
  - Fixed Operate Preset in mainview response too slow. 
  - Fixed message function.
  - Fixed snapshot window size over screen resolution.
  - Fixed Fullscreen1 can be assign to another screen. 
  - Fixed when user reduce the quantity of screen,screen setting will display incorrect.
  - Fixed It has not any events on list in Event Monitor,click on list will display incorrect.

************************
Release Date: 2009-08-05
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.1.2.10.17852
************************
Added
  - 
Modified
  - Modify tooltips string "PiVu" to "CMS" in mail setting.
  - Event form SVR will change status.
  - Ptz preset setting image deny drag action.

Fixed
  - Fixed no any buttons on the sound config
  - Fixed Fullscreen2 click right mouse button will popup incorrect camera list.
  - Fixed video icon will visable in SEQ page.
  - Fixed the channel don't set but still occur trigger action.
  - Fixed some eage of status icon will hide when reduce the screen resolution. 
  - Fixed change windows multiscreen sequence.Mainviewer will display in incorrect screen.
  - Fixed index DB in SVR firmware.
  - Fixed Update Event form SVR incomplete.
  - Improve MainViewer Hang up frequently.
  - Fixed String to long in playback.
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  - Fixed OSD size too small when Fullscreen #2 change channel and select OSD item
  - Fixed OSD selected status error when OSD selected and change other channel
  - fixed Fullscreen2 OSD string not complete.
  - fixed in vista comdlg32.ocx will error.
  - fixed server name in HTTP Servers Setting of SVR. 
  - fixed last channel not sync.
  - fixed after eventlog highlight .the string will disappear.
  - fixed sync event of svr to cms .snapshot picture do not convert to JPG.
  - Fixed OSD string size.
  - Fixed in playback click avi convert button will error.
  - Fixed change camera format will also change resolution list.
  - Fixed Event from SVR, if value empty will deny .
  - Fixed fullscreen OSD display error.
  - Fixed SVR no camera will idle.
  - Fixed playback sync data incorrect.
  - Fixed Playtime incorrect on Event Monitor.

************************
Release Date: 2009-05-26
Pi Vu Central Basic v1.1.2.5.2009052613
************************
Added
  - Added Audio post function
  - Added brand of NTIC
Modified
  - 
Fixed
  - Change procedule of closeure fullscreen , from video double click to timer to start unload form call
  - Modified title and description of label for mail server setting form
  - Fixed the message error for SVR-108 which is when detect svr-108 and do not show error message for 9-16 channel
  - Hide "Connecting" OSD
  - Modified synchronize rec index code
  - Fixed size incorrect on video for fuuscreen #2 form
  - Fixed created timer error for send event
  - Hide brand field for SVR list
  - Disable Audio post to fixed system crash issue
  - Modified Japanese words
  - Modified OSD size of videocom to together size
  - Fixed can not play DLINK camera for playback function
  - Fixed size confused for channel no on video com
  - Fixed can not get snapshot for playback form
  - Fixed value is blank on PTZ dwell time on web page
  - Notes "English and number only" for preset name setting
  - Hided the band name on camera list for SVR setting form
  - Fixed can not correct display channel status on SVR selected for playback form
  - Remove information for CPU type and RAM size
  - Fixed can not hide the alert on video for video status to change
  - Fixed some words for Japanese language
  - Added CodecDLL.dll to fix can not open setup wizard.
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